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PASSIVE ACTIVITY LOSS LIMITATIONS

BY
ALLAN G. DONN

REFERENCES.

Internal Revenue Code of 1986 ("S____
Temporary Regulations ("Temp. Reg. S__).
Treasury Regulations ("Reg. S__
S.Rep. No. 99-313, 99th Cong.,

).

2d Sess.

(1986) ("S.Rep.

").

H.Rep. No. 99-841 (Conference Report to Accompany H.R. 3838)
99th Cong. 2d Sess., Vol. II ("Conf. Rep. IITax Reform Act of 1986 ("Act S___

.

General Explanation of The Tax Reform Act of 1986, Staff
of the Joint Committee on Taxation (1987) ("Blue Book
H.R. 2636 and S.1350, Technical Corrections Act of 1987,
100th Cong., 1st Sess. (1987) ("TCA S_
").
Description of the Technical Corrections Act of 1987,
Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation (1987) ("TCA
Description

i).

Description of Possible Options to Increase Revenues, Staff of
The Joint Committee on Taxation with The Staff of the Committee
on Ways and Means (1987) ("Revenue Options
I.

OVERVIEW.
A.

General Rule.
Deductions and credits from passive activites may be
applied only against income from passive activites
and not other activities. Disallowed losses and
credits may be carried forward, and unused losses are

allowed in full when the taxpayer disposes of his entire interest in the activity.
B.

Steps in Applying the Rule.
1.

Determination of whether the taxpayer is subject
to the rule.

2.

Determination of the activities in which the
taxpayer is engaged.

3.

Determination of whether an activity is passive
with respect to the taxpayer.

4.

Separation of the portfolio income from each activity.

5.

Determination of the gain or loss for each activity.

For excellent analysis of the steps, see Lipton, Fun
and Games with Our New PALs, 64 Taxes 801 (1986).
II.

TAXPAYERS SUBJECT TO THE RULE.
A.

Individuals.

B.

Estates or Trusts.

S469(a)(1)(A).
S469(a)(1)(A).

See Dubitzky, Estate Planning in Light of The New
Section 469 Passive Activity Loss Rules, 65 Taxes 575
(1987).
C.

Closely Held C Corporations.

S469(a)(2)(B).

Definition - A C Corporation of which at anytime during the last half of the taxable year more than 50%
in value of the stock is owned, directly or indirectly, by or for not more than 5 individuals.
S469(j)(1); S465(a)(1)(B); S542(a)(2).
D.

Personal Service Corporations.
1.

S469(a)(2)(C).

A corporation described in S269A(b)(1) with certain modifications. S469(j)(2).

(a) Principal activity of the corporation is the
performance of personal services;
-2-

(b) substantially performed by "employee-owners;"
and
(c) more than 10% of the stock (by value) is held by
"owner-employees."

E.

2.

Owner-employee. An employee who owns on any day
during the taxable year any stock, including attribution under S318(a)(2)(C) of stock owned by
a corporation of whi.ch he owns any stock.

3.

Corporation may be treated as personal service
corporation where the owners who render the requisite services are employees of a subsidiary,
rather than the parent. Conf. Rep. 11-140.

Pass-through Entities.
The rule does not apply at the entity level, but
applies at the partner and-S corporation shareholder
level.

III. DISALLOWANCE OF LOSSES AND CREDITS.
A.

General Rules.
1.

2.

Losses from passive activities may be deducted
only to the extent of passive income and not
against compensation and portfolio income
S469(a)(1).
(a)

A loss from a passive activity is to be
distinguished from a "passive activity
loss". The latter is the amount by which
the aggregate losses from all passive activities exceed the aggregate income from
all passive activities. S469(d)(i).

(b)

The rule applies to cash losses as well as
noncash deductions such as depreciation.

(c)

Passive losses from one activity may be
offset against passive income from a separate activity.

Deductions are first subject to the basis and at
risk rules, and in the case of partnerships, to
the S704(b) allocation limitations. Basis and
-3-

amount at risk are reduced even if the deduction
is suspended. S. Rep. 723 n. 9.
3.

If a taxpayer has more than one passive activity
loss, then the portion of the loss that is disallowed with respect to each activity is determined by the ratio of net losses from that activity to the total net losses from all passive
activities for the year. This allocation determines the suspended losses for any particular
activity, which are allowed in full upon a disposition. S. Rep. 722. Worksheets will be provided with Form 8582 to help allocate the losses
allowed and unallowed losses per activity.

4.

Interaction with Interest Deduction Limitations.
(a)

Interest deductions attributable to passive
activities are treated as passive activity
deductions and not as investment interest.
Therefore, they are subject to the passive
loss limitations, not the investment interest limitation. Conf. Rep. 11-139. Although S469(k)(4) authorizes regulations
allocating interest expense, the rules for
allocating interest expense for purposes of
the passive loss limitation are prescribed
by Temp. Reg. SI.163-8T.

(b) Treatment of interest on a debt incurred to
purchase an interest in a partnership or S
corporation.
(i)

(ii)

If the entity conducts a trade or
business in which the taxpayer materially participates, the interest on the
debt is treated as interest on debt in
connection with the conduct of a trade
or business, and is neither investment
interest nor taken into account in
computing income or loss from a passive activity.
If the taxpayer does not materially
participate in the trade or business
of the entity, then the interest is
taken into account in computing the
income or loss from a passive activity, and is not subject to the
-4-

investment interest limitation (except
to the extent the interest expense is
allocated to portfolio income). Ann.
87-4, I.R.B. 1987-3; Blue Book 265
n.57. Temp. Reg. SI.163-8T(h) is reserved for that subject.

B.

(c)

"Qualified residence interest" (interest on
principal and a second residence within
S163(h)(3)) is not subject to the passive
loss rule. S469(j)(7).

(d)

Income and loss from passive activities
generally are not treated as investment income or loss in calculating the investment
interest limitation. However, passive
losses allowed under the phase-in of passive loss rule (other than those from active participation rental real estaet) reduce net investment income. Conf. Rep.
11-139.

5.

The rule applies to all deductions from passive
activities, including those allowed under SS162,
163, 164 and 165. Conf. Rep. 11-139.

6.

Credits from passive activities may be applied
only against tax allocable to passive income.
S469(a)(2) and (d)(2).

Rental Real Estate Active Participation Exception.
S469(i).
An individual may annually deduct against non-passive
income up to $25,000 of passive losses (to the extent
they exceed income from passive activities) that are
attributable to rental real estate activities in
which the taxpayer actively participates.

C.

Closely Held C Corporation Modified Rule.
S469(e)(2).
1.

(a)

In the case of a closely held C corporation
(other than a personal service corporation), the passive loss rule applies in
modified form: passive losses and credits
may be used to offset "net active income",
but not portfolio income.
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(b)

2.

IV.

Net active income is "trade or business income which is not from a passive activity."
S. Rep. 722; S469(e)(2)(B).

In the case of an affiliated group filing a consolidated return, the rule applies on a consolidated group basis. Losses from any passive activity within the group may offset net active
income, but not portfolio income, of any member.
Conf. Rep. 11-140.

CATEgORIES OF ACTIVITIES - ACTIVE, PORTFOLIO, AND PASSIVE.
A.

Active.
(1)

Earned income (within S911(d)(2)(A)) is not
taken into account in computing income or
loss from a passive activity. S469(e)(3).
(a) Wages, salaries, or professional fees,
and other amounts received as compensation
for personal services.

(b) Income for personal services with respect to a passive activity is not treated

as income from a passive activity.

E.g.,

salary, guaranteed payment, or allocation

of income to limited partner for services
to the partnership. Conf. Rep. 11-139.
(2)

Self-employment income from an activity
(other than rental) in which the taxpayer

materially participates.

B.

(3)

Taxable social security and other retirement benefits. 1987 Instructions for Form
8582 (8/13/87 proof).

(4)

Payments to a retiring partner under S736.
Blue Book 236 n. 29.

Portfolio S469(e)(1).
1,

Interest, dividends, annuities and royalties not
derived in the ordinary course of a trade or
business.
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(a) Dividends on C corporation stock; dividends
and income from a REIT, RIC or REMIC; divi-

dends by S corporation that was formerly a
C corporation under S1368, even though the
income or loss passed through to the shareholders would otherwise be treated as passive; and Subpart F income includible under
S951. Conf. Rep. 11-146 n.3; Blue Book 231
and n.24.
(b) Ordinary course of a trade or business includes bank, securities broker/dealer, and
business with installment sales and interest charges on accounts receivable. S.
Rep. 729.
(c)

2.

Income, gain, or loss attributable to investment of working capital is not treated
as arising in the ordinary course of a
trade or business. S469(e)(1)(B). It is
irrelevant that amounts are set aside for
the reasonable needs of the business. Blue
Book 233.

Gain or loss attributable to the disposition of:
(a) property that normally produces interest,
dividend or royalty income; or
(b)

property held for investment.
(An interest
in a passive activity is not treated as
property held for investment.
S469(e)(1)(A)(ii).
The gain on a disposition of a passive activity is generally treated as passive income, but if the consideration is an
interest-bearing instrument, the interest
on the instrument is treated as portfolio
income where the disposition is not in the
ordinary course of a trade or business.
Blue Book 232-33.

3.

Portfolio income is reduced by:
(a)

deductible expenses (other than interest)
clearly and directly allocable to such income, S469(e)(l)(A)(i)(II); and
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(b)

interest expense properly allocable to such
income. S469(e)(1)(A)(i)(III). See Temp.
Reg. SS1.163-8T(a)(4)(E)(i) and (ii).

4.

Income from general or limited partnership interest, S corporation stock, grantor trust or
from lease of property generally are not treated
as portfolio income. Also, even though held for
investment, gains from the sale of such interests, when they are interests in passive activities, are not treated as portfolio income, except to the extent gain on the sale of such
interest is itself attributable to portfolio income. E.g., if a general partnership conducts a
business and owns a portfolio, part of the gain
on sale of the interest would be attributable to
portfolio income. S. Rep. 728-29.

5.

Portfolio income of a passive activity is taken
into account separately from other items
relating to the activity. E.g., in a limited
partnership which publishes a magazine at a loss
and holds portfolio securities, each limited
partner separately accounts for his share of operating losses and portfolio income and may not
offset them against each other. S. Rep. 729.

6.

Self-charged interest - interest income on the
debt of a pass through entity paid to individual
who owns an interest in the entity.
If a taxpayer receives interest on a loan
to a wholly-owned S corporation, under the general rule he could have both portfolio income
and passive interest expense. Conf. Rep. II 146.
Congress "anticipates" regulations to permit a setting off of interest income against the
taxpayer's allocable share of the entity's interest expense.
EXAMPLE. 40% partner of partnership in
which he does not materially participate receives $100 of interest on his loan to the Partnership. Since 40% of the Partnership's interest expense is allocable to him, $40 of the
interest income offsets his $40 share of interest expense, and the balance of $60 is portfolio
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income that cannot be offset by passive losses.
Conf. Rep. II - 147.
Similar considerations apply where a partner has a debt to a partnership, such as deferred capital contributions, where the interest
expense may be treated as part of his passive
loss. Blue Book 233 n.26. Temp. Reg.
S1.163-8T(i) is reserved for this subject.
C.
V.

Passive

DEFINITION OF PASSIVE ACTIVITY.
A.

General Definition.
1.

An activity which involves the conduct of any
trade or business, and

2.

In which the taxpayer (or spouse) does not
materially participate.

B.

S469(c)(i).

Trade or Business.
Trade or business, to the extent provided in the regulations, includes:
1.

Any activity in connection with a trade or business. S469(c)(6)(A).

2,

Any activity (other than the production of portfolio income) with respect to which expenses are
allowable as a deduction under S212 even though
it is not a trade or business. S469(c)(6)(B).

3.

Any activity involving research or experimentation within S174.
S469(c)(5).

In Commissioner v. Groetzinger, 107 S.Ct. 980 (1987), the
Supreme Court stated that for purposes of SS62(l) and 162(a),
in order to be engaged in a trade or business a taxpayer must
be involved in the activity with continuity and regularity and
the taxpayer's primary purpose for engaging in the activity
must be for income or profit.

C.

Exceptions to the General Definition.
1.

Any rental activity is passive whether or not
the taxpayer materially participates.
S469(c)(2) and (4).

2.

Except as provided in regulations, no interest
in a limited partnership as a limited partner is
treated as an interest with respect to which a
taxpayer materially participates. S469(h)(2).
A pending revenue increase option would treat
the net income of a publicly traded limited
partnership as portfolio, rather than passive,
income. Revenue Options 192.

3.

Working Interest.
(i)

(ii)

4.

A working interest in oil and gas property
which the taxpayer holds directly or
through an entity which does not limit his
liability, is not passive whether or not
the taxpayer materially participates.
See White, How the
S469(c)(3) and (4).
Passive Loss Limitation Will Affect Working
Interests, 67 J. Tax. 138 (1987)
Working interest is an interest with respect to oil and gas property that is burdened with the cost of development and operation of the property. Rights to
overriding royalties and production payments are not working interests. S. Rep.
744.

(iii)

If the form of ownership limits liability
so that the working interest exception does
not apply, the general material participation rule applies. E.g., Shareholder of S
corporation may materially participate.
Blue Book 251.

(iv)

If taxpayer has loss from a working interest which is not treated as passive activity loss, then income from that property in
succeeding years is treated as non-passive
income. S469(c)(3)(B).

Providing services as an employee or as part of
a personal service business intrinsically is not
passive. S. Rep. 730-31.
-10-

D.

Regulatory Authority of Treasury in Defining
Non-passive Income.
1.

The Treasury is granted general authority to
prescribe regulations defining income to be
treated as portfolio income or as otherwise not
from a passive activity, "to protect the
underlying purpose of the passive loss provisions, i.e., preventing the sheltering of positive income sources through the use of tax losses derived from passive business activities."
S469(k); Conf. Rep. 11-147.

2.
The Treasury is specifically authorized to prescribe regulations that require net income or gain from a limited partnership or other passive activity to be treated as not
from a passive activity. S469(k)(3).
The Partnership Committee of the New York State Bar Association Tax Section has recommended that the Treasury promulgate a per se rule that income
derived by limited partners from publicly - held partnerships
be considered portfolio income. See 7 Daily Tax Highlights &
Documents 258-60 (10/8/87).
3.

Examples:
(a)

Ground rents that produce income without
significant expenses.

(b)

Related party leases or subleases, with respect to property used in a business activity, that have the effect of reducing active business income and creating passive
income.

(c)

Activities previously generating active
business losses that the taxpayer intentionally seeks to treat as passive when
they generate net income.

Conf. Rep. 11-147.
(d)

Transfer by a corporation of an income producing activity to a limited partnership
with a distribution to shareholders of limited partnership interests.
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VI.

MATERIAL PARTICIPATION.

A.

Individual.
An individual materially participates in an activity
only if he is involved in the operations of the activity on a regular, continuous and substantial
S469(h)(i).
basis.

B.

Derivation of Standard.
The material participation standard is derived from
those under SS1402(a) (self-employment tax) and 2032A
(estate tax farm valuation). However, precedents
under those sections are not intended to be controlling for the passive loss rule., e.g., "periodic consultation with respect to general management decisions." S. Rep. 732.

C.

Facts and Circumstances Test.
Depends on facts and circumstances (except in case of
S. Rep. 732; S469(h)(2).
limited partnership).
"[Tihe committee report does not explain the material
participation in such a manner that it provides the
precision needed by many businessmen to determine if
Sen. Hatfield,
their activities meet that standard."
Cong. Rec. S-8245 (6/24/86).
1.

Involvement must relate to operations. Example
is provided that illustrates functions that do
and do not constitute involvement in operations
of a general partnership that produces movies.
S. Rep. 732.

2.

Factors.
(a)

Whether involvement in the activity is the
taxpayer's principal business. S. Rep.
732.

(b)

Whether and how regularly the taxpayer is
present at the place where the principal
operations of the activity are conducted.
S. Rep. 733.

(c)

Whether the taxpayer has knowledge or experience regarding the activity. S. Rep.
734.
-12-

(d)

3.

If the taxpayer does everything required to
be done to conduct the activity, even
though the actual work to be done is relatively low, he is "likely" to be materially
participating. Conf. Rep. 11-148.

Condominium Hotel that is not a Rental Activity.
Unclear status of an owner of a room or rooms in
a condominium hotel involved in the business of
renting those rooms for guest lodging on a transient basis. See colloquies between Sen.
Hatfield and Sen. Packwood. Cong. Rec. S-8245
(6/24/86) and S-13958 (9/27/86).
(list of eight
"management decisions" which may meet the material participation standard).
The Blue Book repeats the listed activities, and
then concludes, that if the standard requiring
regular, continuous and substantial involvement
is satisfied, then the taxpayer is treated as
materially participating. Blue Book 241. That
conclusion does little to answer the question.

D.

Management Functions.
1.

Performance of management functions generally
are treated no differently from other services
or physical work.

2.

The Senate intended to restrict "management" as
a favorable factor because the genuineness and
substantially of participation in management are
difficult to verify and, without more, a general
management role may fall short of the level of
involvements intended. S. Rep. 734-5.

3.

(a) Merely formal and informal participation in
management, such as "check-a-box" forms, do not
qualify. S. Rep. 734.
(b) "Even an intermittent role in managment" is
relevant but not sufficient without more. S.
Rep. 734.

E.

Line of Business.
The Conference Committee appeared to have intended to
-13-

relax somewhat the "management" test by "clarifying"
that an individual who works full-time in a line of
business consisting of one or more business activities is generally "likely" to be materially
participating in those activities even if his role is
management rather than operations. S. Rep. 732 and
Conf. Rep. 11-147.
F.

Employees and Contract Services.
Use of employees or contract services to perform
daily functions does not preclude material participation, but services of agents are not attributed to
the taxpayer. S. Rep. 735.

G.

Spouse's Participation.
Participation by taxpayer's spouse is to be taken
into account in determining whether he materially
participates. S469(h)(5). Spouse's service is aggregated even if joint return is not filed. S. Rep.
730 n. 16.

H.

Duration.
Material participation must be maintained "throughout
such year."
S. Rep. 730. For elaboration of that
point, see Blue Book 235 n. 27.

I.

Limited Partnership Interest.
1.

Generally, a limited partner is conclusively
presumed not to materially participate.
S469(h)(2).

2.

But I.R.S. may treat the limited partnership interest as non-passive to prevent avoidance of
the PAL rule; e.g., personal service limited
partnership. S. Rep. 731 n. 18.

3.

When a taxpayer is both a limited partner and
general partner in an activity, even if he materially participates as a general partner, he is
nevertheless conclusively presumed not to materially participate with respect to the limited
partnership interest; and the deductions and
credits allocable to the limited partnership interest are deemed passive. S. Rep. 731; Blue
Book 216 n.9. Compare Rev. Ruls. 84-52 and
-14-

84-53, 1984-1 C.B. 157, 159, holding that a
partner holding both a general and limited partnership interest is deemed to have a single
basis in the partnership.
J.

Special Rules for Material Participation By Entities.
1.

Estate and Trust.
(a)

No special rule is provided for determining
material participation by a trust. Blue
Book 272 n. 33.
(i)

Estate or trust other than grantor
trust - material participation by ex-

ecutor or fiduciary in his capactiy as
such. S. Rep. 735.
(ii) Grantor Trust - material participation
by grantor. S. Rep. 735 n. 21.
(iii) Qualified electing subchapter S trust
for which beneficiary is treated as
owner - material participation by ben-

eficiary is "relevant" to the determination of whether the S corporation's
activity is a passive activity with
respect to the beneficiary. Blue Book
242 n. 33.
2.

Personal Service Corporation and Closely Held C
Corporation.
In determining whether a corporation materially
participates in an activity, the material participation in the corporation's activity of corporate owners and employees is examined. S.

Rep. 722.
(a)

Personal Service Corporation. Treated as
materially participating if one or more
shareholders holding in the aggregate more
than 50%

(by value) of the outstanding

stock materially participate in the activity. S469(h)(4)(A).
(b)

Closely held C Corporation that is not a
personal service corporation.
S469(h)(4)(B).
-15-

3.

(i)

Same test as for personal service corporation; or

(ii)

Alternative test - meets the standards
of S465(c)(7)(C)(i)-(iii).
(1)

For the entire 12-month period
ending on the last day of the
taxable year, the corporation has
at least one full-time employee
substantially all of the services
of whom were in active management
of the activity;

(2)

During the same 12-month period
the corporation had at least
three full-time
nonowner-employees substantially
all of the services of whom were
services directly related to the
activity;

(3)

The business deductions under
SS162 and 404 attributable to the
activity for the taxable year exceed 15% of the gross income from
the activity for the year.

Affiliated Group.
In determining whether an activity (other than
rental) conducted within affiliated group is
passive, the material participation test is applied on a consolidated basis.
Thus, if more than 50% shareholders materially
participate in an activity of any member, the
group is treated as materially participating.
Similarly, if $465(c)(7)(C)(i)-(iii) are met
with respect to an activity by any member or
several members together, then the group is considered to materially participate in the activity. Conf. Rep. 11-140.

4.

Pass-Through Entities.
Participation by an S Corporation or a partnership in an activity at the entity level does not
qualify the shareholders or partners, who must
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personally participate in the activity of the
entity. S. Rep. 720.
K.

Types of Decision-Making That May Be Relevant in Determining Material Participation in an Agricultural
Activity. Conf. Rep. 11-148.
1.

crop rotation, selection and pricing;

2.

"incursion" (sic) of embryo transplant or breeding expenses;

3.

purchase, sale and leasing of capital items,
such as cropland, animals, machinery and equipment;

4.

breeding and mating decisions;

5.

selection of land or crop managers who then act
at the behest of the taxpayer other than as paid
advisors directing the conduct of the taxpayer.

A pending revenue increase option would treat losses
from farming activities in the same manner as losses
from rental activities. Revenue Options 156.
L.

Special Rules for Retired and Disabled Individuals
and Surviving Spouses.
To the extent that under S2032A(b)(4) or (5) a retired or disabled individual previously materially
participated or a surviving spouse of an individual
who materially participated will be treated as materially participating in farming activities.
S469(h)(3).

VII. DEFINITION OF ACTIVITY.
A.

Significance.
1.

S. Rep. 738-39 and n. 27.

If two undertakings are part of the same activity, the taxpayer need only establish material
participation with respect to the activity as a
whole; but if they are separate activities, then
he must establish such participation separately
for each.
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B.

2.

In case of a disposition, the scope of activity
determines whether the taxpayer has disposed of
his entire interest in the activity or only a
portion.

3.

Scope of activity affects application of the 10%
ownership requirement for active participation
in a rental real estate activity.

Definition.
1.

There is no statutory definition of "activity",
but IRS is authorized to define the term.
5469(k)(1).

2.

Standard.
(a)

The determination of what constitutes a
separate activity is to be made in a "realS. Rep. 739.
istic economic sense."

(b)

The test

is ". . . what undertakings con-

sist of an integrated and interrelated economic unit, conducted in coordination with
or reliance upon each other and
constituting an appropriate unit for the
measurement of gains and loss". S. Rep.
739.
(c)

C.

The determination is based on the facts and
circumstances of each case, with the relevant factors being the same as those under
S. Rep.
the hobby loss rule (IRC S 183).
739. See discussion of cases and rulings
under S183 in Turner, Defining The Scope of
a Passive Activity, 65 Taxes 594 (1987).
The provision in Treas. Reg. Sl.183-I(d)(1)
that a taxpayer's characterization of what
constitutes an activity will be accepted
unless it is unduly "artificial", will not
apply with respect to the passive loss
rule. S. Rep. 739 n.29. The definition of
"activity" under the at-risk rules is not
relevant. S. Rep. 739 n.28.

Different Products or Services.
1.

Generally, providing two or more substantially
different products or services involves engaging
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in more than one activity (unless customarily or
for business reasons provided together--e.g.
department store appliance and clothing serE.g., operating a restaurant and engagvices).
ing in research and development is "unlikely" to
be part of the same activity. S. Rep. 739.

D.

2.

Fact that two undertakings involved provide same
products or services does not establish that
they are part of the same activity absent requisite degree of economic integration. S. Rep.
740.

3.

Examples:
(a)

Separate real estate rental projects built
and managed in different locations by real
estate operator are generally separate activities.

(b)

Each farm is generally a separate activity.

(c)

Integrated apartment project or shopping
center is generally a single activity.

Extent of Integration.
1.

Generally, different stages in the production
and sale of a particular product that are not
carried on in an integrated fashion are not part
of the same activity. E.g., operating retail
gas station and engaging in oil and gas drilling. S. Rep. 740.
Certain types of integration among undertakings
are not sufficient to establish a single activity. E.g., the fact that the taxpayer has ultimate management responsibilities with respect to
different undertakings, that the undertakings
have access to common sources of financing, or
benefit for goodwill purposes from sharing a
common name does not suffice. S. Rep. 740.

E.

Pass-Through Entities.
1.

The activity rules generally apply by disregarding the scope of pass-through entities.
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2.

F.

G.

Conduct of two undertakings by same entity (such
as partnership or S corporation) does not establish single activity; but conduct of two undertakings by different entities does not establish
separate activities. S. Rep. 740.

Additional Rules for Limited Partnerships.
247.

Blue Book

1.

An interest in a limited partnership is not
treated as being part of the same activity as
any activity in which the taxpayer is materially
participating.

2.

However, when otherwise appropriate, a limited
partnership interest is treated as part of a
larger activity in which the taxpayer does not
materially participate (e.g. when two limited
partnerships conduct the same activity or an individual is both a limited partner and
non-participating general partner with respect
to the same activity.)

Separate Nature of Special Treatment Activities.
In applying the facts and circumstances test, any undertaking that is accorded special treatment under
the Rule (treatment as always passive or active) is
not part of the same activity as any undertaking that
does not receive identical treatment. E.g., rental
real estate undertaking is not part of the same activity as any other type of undertaking. S. Rep.
741.

VIII. RENTAL ACTIVITY.
Passive regardless of material participation.
A.

Definition.
Activity the income from which consists of payments
principally for the use of tangible property, rather
than the performance of substantial services.
S469(j)(8).

B.

Analogies.
1.

Prior law applicable in determining when an S
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Corporation had passive rental income for purposes of qualification "provides a useful analogy."
S. Rep. 741-2 and n.32. See Reg.
S1.1372-4(b)(5)(iv) and Grant, Subchapter S Taxation S11.4 and 11.5 (2d ed. 1985)
2.

C.

See also S7701(e), providing six factors to be
taken into account for the purpose of determining whether a contract that purports to be
a service contract is to be treated as a lease
of property.

Significance of Services.
1.

Renting hotel rooms primarily for lodging of
transients where significant services are provided generally is not rental activity. S. Rep.
742.
(i)

D.

Hospital, nursing home and retirement facilities with health care services should
be treated the same as hotels.

2.

Renting apartments to tenants pursuant to leases
(with month-to-month or longer terms) is rental
activity.

3.

Rental activity may include performance of services incidental to the activity (e.g., laundry
room in a rental apartment), but services may be
sufficient to constitute a separate activity or
the entire activity may not be rental (e.g.,
hotel).
Conf. Rep. 11-148.

Net Lease.
Net lease of property is rental activity. S. Rep.
742. However, note the statement that among the
items that the Treasury may treat as income not
arising from a passive activity are "ground rents
that produce income without significant expenses."
Conf. Rep. 11-147.

E.

Real Estate Dealer.
Dealing in real estate is not rental activity. S.
Rep. 720. May condominium developers use deductions
related to interim rentals as incidental to the sales
activity?
-21-

F.

G.

Indications of Rental.

S. Rep. 742.

1.

Long-term rental property (in comparison with
useful life of property) and low turnover in
lessees is indicative of rental activity.

2.

Short-term leasing of motor vehicles maintained
by lessor is not rental activity.

3.

Bare boat charter or plane dry lease (no pilot
provided) is rental activity.

Scope of Rental Activity.
1.

S. Rep. 743.

Real estate construction and development is a
different activity from renting the newly constructed building.

Example:
ABC partnership develops, constructs and
leases an office building; A receives a fee for construction and development services, all partners participate in rental, and the partnership produces a
tax loss. A is taxable on the fee without offset
from rental loss, which is a separate activity.

X.

2.

A rental real estate undertaking is not part of
same activity as any undertaking other than another rental real estate undertaking.

3.

A hotel is neither a rental real etate undertaking, nor two activities only one of which is a
rental real estate undertaking.

4.

Separate buildings are treated as separate
al real estate activities if the degree of
gration of the business and other relevant
tors do not require treating them as parts
larger activity (e.g., integrated shopping
ter).

rentintefacof a
cen-

$25,000 OFFSET FOR RENTAL REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES.
A.

Allowance for Rental Real Estate Activities.
1.

A natural person may offset against non-passive
income up to $25,000 of losses and credits (deduction equivalent) from rental real estate
-22-

activities with respect to which he actively
participated in the taxable years in which the
loss or credit arose. S469(i)(1)
a.
Married persons who file separate returns
and live apart at all times during the year may
each qualify for up to $12,500 of the allowance.
S469(i)(5)(A)(i).
b.
Married persons who file separate returns
and do not live apart at all times during the
year qualify for no allowance. S469(i)(5)(B).
2.

The exception does not apply to trusts or corporations, but the estate of a taxpayer who in the
taxable year in which he died actively participated is deemed to actively participate for the
two years following his death. S469(i)(4)(A).
Conf. Rep. 11-142.

3.

TCA S105(a)(6) provides that the active participation requirement applies both in the year when
the loss arose and in the year when the loss is
allowed under the $25,000 allowance. TCA Description 24.

4.

Application of Exception.
(a)

$25,000 allowance is applied by first netting income and loss from all rental real
estate activities in which he actively participates.

(b)

If there is a net loss for the year from
such activities, any net passive income
from other activities is applied against
it. Conf. Rep. 11-141.
Example:
If a taxpayer has a $25,000 loss
from active participation real estate, a
$25,000 passive loss, and $25,000 passive
income, the passive income offsets the
$25,000 active participation real estate
loss, so that there is no loss to apply
against active income.

5.

Allowance is phased out for 50% of adjusted
gross income (computed without regard to PAL,
IRA contributions and taxable social security
-23-

benefits) between $100,000 and $150,000, and between $200,000 and $250,000 for the rehabilitation and low-income housing credits.
S469(i)(3).
Special rule for married filing
separately but not for a single taxpayer.
B.

Comparison with Material Participation Standard.
The active participation requirement is different
from the material participation standard and generally does not require as much personal involvement.
NOTE: Since the operation of a hotel is not a rental
activity, a taxpayer's active participation is not
sufficient to qualify for the special rule. The result may be the same for vacation houses and condominium units. See O'Neil and Rose, The
Vacation/Second Home, 18 The Tax Adviser 457, 463
(1987)
Also the exception does not apply to rental of property other than real estate (equipemnt leasing).
S.
Rep. 737.

C.

Distinguished Similar Terms.
Active participation is not the same as similar terms
under SS55(e), 464(e)(2)(b) and 2032A. S. Rep. 736
n. 23.

D.

Extent of Activity.
Active participation requirement can be satisfied
without regular, continuous and substantial involvement in operations, so long as the taxpayer participates; e.g., in the making of management decisions or arranging for others to provide services
(such as repairs), in a significant and bona fide
sense. S. Rep. 737.
Relevant management decisions include approving new
tenants, deciding on lease terms, and approving capital and repair expenditures.

E.

Spouse's Participation.
Participation of spouse is taken into account in determining active participation. S469(i)(6)(D).
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F.

Minimum Ownership Requirement.
In order to be treated as having actively participated, the taxpayer (in conjunction with his spouse)
must own at all times during the year at least 10%
(by value) of all interests in the activity.
S469(i)6)(A).

G.

H.

Special Rules.
1.

A limited partner is treated as not meeting the
active participation standard. S469(i)(6)(C).
But he can qualify for the low-income housing
and rehabitation credits that do not require active participation. S. Rep. 738 n. 26; Blue
Book 244 n. 38.

2.

A lessor under a net lease is "unlikely" to have
the degree of involvement which active participation entails. S. Rep. 738.

3.

May qualify for active participation even if
hire rental agency and others provide services
such as repairs, but services provided by an
agent are not attributed to the principal. S.
Rep. 738.

4.

A merely formal and nominal participation in
management, in the absence of a genuine exercise
of independent discretion and judgment is insufficient. S. Rep. 738.

Exception for Certain Credits.
The rehabilitation and low-income housing credits (on
a deduction equivalent basis) are not subject to the
active participation requirement. S469(i)(6)(B).
The latter exception is limited to 1989. Act
S501(c)(3).
Similarily, since those credits are not
subject to the active participation requirement, they
are not subject to the 10% minimum ownership requirement. S. Rep. 737 n. 25.

X.

TREATMENT OF DISALLOWED LOSSES AND CREDITS.
A.

Carried Forward.
Disallowed losses and credits from an activity are
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suspended, carried forward indefinitely as a deduction or credit allocable to the activity and are allowed in subsequent years against passive activity
income. They are not carried back. S469(b); C. Rep.
11-137.
B.

Allowed in Full on Taxable Disposition.
Suspended losses from an activity are allowed in full
upon a taxable disposition of the activity.
S469(g)(1).

C.

Active Participation Allowance.
If a taxpayer has insufficient (or no) non-passive
income against which to apply the $25,000 allowance
for passive rental real estate losses, then the otherwise allowable rental real estate losses are
treated as losses which are not from a passive activity. They are treated as net operating losses (NOs)
arising in that year, and may be carried forward and
back in accordance with the rules applicable to NOLs.
S. Rep. 722.

D.

Relation to NOLs.
NOL carryovers and current-year losses other than
passive losses, are allowed against any income. Individuals, estates and trusts, and personal service
corporations take into account such non-passive losses and NOLs after reducing income from passive activities by current and suspended deductions from passive activities. S. Rep. 722. Applying prior year
suspended passive losses against current year passive
income before NOL are applied against net passive income permits full benefit of suspended passive activity losses (which are limited in application) before
using any losses not from passive activities or NOL
carryovers. Net passive activity income after application of suspended passive losses may be offset by
current year non-passive losses and NOL carryovers.
S. Rep. 723.

E.

Former Passive Activities.
1.

S469(f).

A former passive activity may in a later tax
year become non-passive (E.g., if the taxpayer
begins to materially participate in activity as
to which he had been passive).
When a passive
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activity becomes a former passive activity, previously suspended losses remain suspended and
continue to be treated as PAL. But those PAL
are allowed against income from the activity re-

alized after it ceases to be passive with respect to the taxpayer. S469(f)(1).
2.

If a closely held corporation ceases to meet the
definition of an entity subject to the rule, the
suspended losses are applicable against all income other than portfolio income of the corpora-

tion.
3.

S469(f)(2).

If a personal service corporation ceases to meet
the definition of a personal service corporation
subject to the Rule in any year, the suspended

losses are not triggered by change of status,
but are allowed against income from that activi-

ty.

$469(f)(2).

XI. DISPOSITIONS OF INTEREST IN PASSIVE ACTIVITY.
A.

Fully Taxable Dispositions.
1.

Allowance of Suspended Losses.

S469(g)(1)(A).

Upon a fully taxable, bona-fide disposition of
the entire interest in a passive activity, the
remaining suspended loss may be deducted in full
in the following order:

2.

(a)

Gain on the disposition.

(b)

Net income or gain from passive activities.

(c)

Other

income or gain.

Credits.
(a)

Suspended credits are not specially allowable by reason of a disposition. S. Rep.
725.

(b)

The taxpayer may elect to add suspended
credits to the basis of the property being
disposed of to decrease any gain on dispoS469(j)(9).
If the election is
sition.
not made, the suspended credit remains
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available to be applied against future tax
liability. Blue Book 225.
3.

Disposition of Entire Interest:
(a)

Disposition of interest in all entities
that are engaged in the activity, and to
the extent held in proprietorship form, of
all assets used or created in the activity.

(b)

If partnership or S corporation conducts
two separate activities, fully taxable disposition by the entity of all the assets
used or created in one activity constitutes
a disposition of the partner's or shareholder's entire interest in the activity.
The rule applies to a limited partnership
as well as a general partnership. The Act
eliminated the Senate bill special limitation on limited partnership interests.
Conf. Rep. 11-145.

(c)

Similar rule if grantor trust conducts two
separate activities.

S. Rep. 725-26.
4.

5.

Related Party Transactions.
(a)

Transfers to a related party (within IRC SS
267 (b) or 707 (b)(1), including attribution rules) do not trigger suspended losses.
S469(g)(1)(B); Conf. Rep. 11-143.

(b)

The suspended losses remain with the taxpayer.

(c)

When the entire interest owned by the taxpayer and the interest transferred to the
related party are transferred to an
unrelated party, then the taxpayer may
Conf. Rep.
deduct the suspended losses.
11-143.

Taxable disposition in form only and not so
treated under general tax rules does not qualify.
E.g., Share transactions, wash sales, and
transfers with related put, call or similar repurchase rights. Conf. Rep. 11-143.
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B.

Death.

Losses (reduced by S 1014 basis increase) are allowed
on the decedent's final tax return. S469(g)(2).
C.

Installment Sale.
Losses are allowed each year in the ratio that the
gain recognized that year bears to the total gain on
sale. S469(g)(3).

D.

Gift.
Gift of all or part of the taxpayer's interest in a
passive activity does not trigger suspended losses.
Suspended losses are added to the donee's basis in
proportion to the portion given and are correspondingly removed from the donor. S. Rep. 726.
However, since basis as adjusted may not exceed the
fair market value of the property, the suspended loss
may be eliminated.

E.

Abandonment.
Abandonment giving rise to a deduction under S165(a)
triggers recognition of suspended losses. Conf. Rep.
11-144.

F.

Worthlessness of a Security.
An event of worthlessness of a security treated under
S165(a) as a sale or exchange of the security is
treated as a disposition. Conf. Rep. 11-144.

G.

Tax Free Exchange.
Nonrecognition transactions (e.g., SS351, 721, and
1031) do not trigger suspended losses, which remain
with the taxpayer. However, to the extent that the
taxpayer recognizes gain (e.g. boot), the gain is
treated as passive activity income against which passive losses may be deducted. When the taxpayer disposes of his entire interest in the property recevied
in the tax-free exchange, the remaining suspended
losses are allowed. S. Rep. 726-27.
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H.

Change in Nature of Activity.
Change in nature of an activity is not treated as a
disposition. E.g., when real estate construction activity becomes a rental activity upon completion of
construction. Conf. Rep. 11-145.

I.

Former Passive Activites.
1.

Individual who was passive begins to materially
participate. Does not constitute a disposition.
S. Rep. 727.

2.

Change in status of closely held C corporation
or personal service corporation. Not treated as
a disposition. S. Rep. 727.

XII. EFFECTIVE DATE.
A.

General Rule.
Applies to passive activity losses incurred in, and
passive activity credits for, property placed in service in taxable years beginning after 12/31/86. Act
S501(c)(1).

B.

Special Rule for Carryovers.
(1)

S469 does not apply to any loss, deduction or
credit carried to taxable years begining after
1986 from taxable years beginning before 1987.
Act S501(c)(2).

(2)(a) IRS announced that regulations would provide
that gains from sales in years beginning before
1987 would not be considered passive income, and
could not be offset by passive losses. Notice
87-8, 1987-3 I.R.Bull.
(b)

TCA S105(a)(i0) adds a new rule intended to
override Notice 87-8. However, there is a question as to whether the provision reaches the
pre-1987 installment sale of an "interest in an
activity" by a partnership as distinguished from
an installment sale of a partnership interest.
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C.

Phase-in of General Rule.
1.

Eligibility.
(a)

Interests in passive activities acquired on
or before date of enactment.
Includes
binding contract to purchase, even if subject to contingencies so long as beyond the
reasonable control of taxpayer. C. Rep.
11-148-49; and

(b)

Activity must have commenced by date of enactment, e.g., rental property placed in
service. Conf. Rep. 11-149.
Pre-enactment commencement not required:
(i)

For activity subject to binding contract on or before August 16, 1986;

(ii) For self-constructed business property
where construction began on or before
August 16, 1986.
(c)

2.

Termination of partnership under S708 presumably would terminate eligibility for
transition relief. Rev. Ruls. 87-50, and
1987-26 I.R.B. 19 and 87-51, 1987-26,
I.R.B. 20, are recent rulings on S708 terminations in the context of tiered partnerships.

Calculation.
(a)

Amount disallowed during a year in the
phase-in period is the applicable percentage of the amount that would be disallowed
for that year under the rule if fully effective. S469(l).

(b)

Tax Years Beginning
1987
1988
1989
1990
after 1990
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Applicable Percentage
35%
60%
80%
90%
100%

(c)

D.

Applicable percentage applies to passive
loss net of any portion of loss that may be
allowed against non-passive income under
the $25,000 exception.
Conf. Rep. 11-150.

Alternative Minimum Tax.
Phase-in does not apply for alternative minimum tax
purposes. S58(b)(3).

E.

Special Transition Relief for Low-Income Housing Activities. Act S502.
1.

Rule does not apply to loss sustained with respect to "qualified low - income housing project" by individual who held his interest by prescribed dates and who is required to make
payments after 12/31/86, of at least 50% of the
total original obligated investment for such interest.

2.

Qualified low-income housing project.
Meets the requirements of S1250(a)(1)(B)(i),
(ii), (iii) or (iv), and other requirements as
to dates of construction, acquisition and placed
in service.

3.

Relief Period.
Ends on earliest of 7th year from initial investment, last investment, or termination of the
project's qualification.
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